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ROTATIONAL COOLING IN A SEEDED OCS BEAM 
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Supersonic nozzle brams oipux OCS and argon seeded OCS (105 OCS-90% Ar and 5% OCS-958 Ar) were studied. 
Typical nozzle source condirions were: ror;!l baclring pressure 0.73 bar. nozzle diameter 60 um, and nozzle source at room 
~ampcr;trurr. The wmsl;Monal tcmper;lturcs of hc beams wcrc dwrmincd rrom measured velocity distributions. Intensity 
mc;wrcmcnfs ofclcciric resonance transirions or’ OCS originating in rotational SMCS up to1 = 5 have been used io obtain 
the rok!Gonal wmpcm1ures: 1-U-l) K for a pure OCS beam and 3.5(7) R for the argon seeded OCS beams.The rotational 
beam 1cmpcr;Lturcs dcduccd from the observed ro!ariunal energy distributions agree (oithin esperimenlal uncertainties) 
IviIh the translational tcmpemturcs. 

1. Introduction 

hlclecular beams formed by nozzle espansion of 
gases into vacuum have found a large number of 
important applications in spectroscopy [I 13]. The 
reasons are well known: nozzle beams can be made 
nearly univelocity and rotational degrees of freedom 
can bc cooled to very low temperatures. For molec- 
ular beam electric or magnetic resonance spcctro- 

scopy and for beam maser spectroscopy the-rotational 
couling provides a considerable enhancement of the 
intensity of transitions originating in the lower rota- 
tional stat& [3 -- 61. This is of special importance for 
the study of large molecules with low rotational 
constants and with internal rotation [7.8]. 

Rotational cooling has been studied by spectro- 
scopic methods in nozzle beams of HCN [3] I OCS [4] 
and Hz IS]. while the rotational state distribution of 
CsF molecules in a Xe seeded CsF nozzle beam has 
been determined from its dellection spectrum in an 
electrostatic quadrupole field I.51 . A nonthermal 
behaviuur was observed for Hz and OCS. In the case 
of Hz this is not so unexpected in view of the very 
large energy spacings between the rotational levels 
(hB/k = 85 K). However, “rotational temperatures” 
of15K,40Kand170Kfortf~e.f=0,J=1andJ=2 
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states, respectively, obtained for an OCS nozzle beam 
[4] are surprising since in this molecule izB/k is only 
0.3 K. 

In the present experiments we used a molecular 
beam electric resonance (MBER) spectrometer to 
study the rotational state distribution in pure and 
argon seeded OCS nozzle beams. Rotational tempera- 
tures of OCS were deduced from the observed line 
intensities. The J = 1 and J = 2 states of the ground 
vibrational state and the J= 1 through J= 5 states in 
the first excited bending vibrational state were investi- 
gated. It was found that the rotational population 
distribution could be described by a Boltzmann distri- 
bution. Rotational temperatures for OCS of 14(4) K 
and 3.5(7) K were obtained for a pure OCS beam and 
for an argon seeded OCS beam, respectively. 

Measurements of velocity distribution have been 

performed using a high resolution velocity selector. 
The parallel translational temperatures obtained from 
these measurements agree, within the experimental 
errors, with the observed rotational temperatures. 

2. Experiment 

The nozzles for the beam source were made by 
electrical sparking between a sharpened 0.3 mm @ 
tungsten wire and a stainless steel tube or a brass plate. 
At the place where the orifice is formed the thickness 



ut‘ the wall wx made 0.5 mm. Nuzzle diameters as 
small as 70 ,um were obtained with this method. 

Kcwntly, we cmpluy electron microscope lenses which 

arc cummcrciully availabk with hules larger than 5 pm 

in diameter. 

The c‘lcctric resuxmce spectrometer is brtsically the 

une &scribed by van Wachem 191. The source 

chamber. mudificd to handle ;L large gas load. was 

pumped by a 6000 P/s oil difftlsion pump. A skimmer 

with 9 diimiekr of I.5 mm with an apes angle of90” 

separates the source [runt a bufkr chamber pumped 

by :l 1500 Q/s oil diffusiun pump. An electron 

buntbrtrdmc!it ionizer (Estranucktr. Type II) in com- 

bination with a quxhupolc mass analyzer (hlodei 

X1-9) \ws used to detect tfw beum. 

The gas misturcs were prepared in LI I (! steel vessel 

in which a small fan was mounted LO pruvide guud 

mixing. All experiments were perfunned Lt wont 

tempemtures. with ;I nozzle huving 3 diameter tl= 60 

pm and backing prsssurrs (II(J) up tu ;tbuut I bar. 
The velucit>~ distributiun me;lsurt’ments havc been 

pcrfurmed in another beam machine equipped with 3 

high resulutiun sluttcd disc velucity selector under the 

same conditions 3s used in the electric resumuice spec- 

trometer. The resulution of this selector 6u/u (full 

width at half masimum) was 6%. 

3. Beam velocity distribution 

\\lm 3 hlaswcll-Boltztlla!ln velocity distribution 

is assmlcd the beam intensity I(u) as a function of the 

velocity u for a dmsity detectur is given b>r [IO] 

I(u) 0: “3 rsp[- (2/cts - S)lI _ (1) 

where 

Hrrcin S is the speed rlttiu defined 3s the ratio between 
the stream velocit!r and LX__ 1~ is the molecular mxx; 

rt is the effective transfatiunal temperature in the 

beam. and k is the Uoltzmam~ constant _ The most 

prubable velocity up. defined as the velucity Ior which 

the derivative or eq. (1) equals zero, is 

“,=~*s~S+(s%)“2]. (2) 

A small computer program written by Dr. S. Stoke 

wx used tu calculate the value uf Au/up as a function 

ufS fur the distribution uf cq. (l), with Au defined as 

the half width at half heigfit uf the velocity distribu- 

tion. To derive the experimental value uf &J~L+, 9s a 

functiun of S. corrections have to be made for the 
fillire resolution of the velocity selector. These correc- 

tions were obtained numericaIIy. 
Vclositv distribution mewurements have been i 

carried uut fur purr Ar and OCS bwns and I‘or IO% 
OCS -90% .\r and 5% OCS-95% Ar seeded beam at 

;I basking pressure of0.73 bar. For seeded beams the 

distributions hwc been measured fur both compounds. 

The values of Au/up (corrected for finite resolution): 

S and up for the various ~mzzle beams observed are 

given in table I. From cq. (2) and the dclinitiun of a, 

tlw translutiunal tr’ntpcraturcs were calculrtted. 

From table 1: it is &ar that the tnnsfational 

temperatures of OCS in the two seeded beams are 

equal wirhin the esperimentrtl error and art‘ consider- 

ably lower than in a pure OCS beam. Further, it is 

intrrcsting tflat rvcn a small admisture 0fOCS mole- 

cules in an !rgon beam drssticall!: increases the trans- 

latiorltll tcmper3tures of tli? argon 3tonts. 

Pure xeon Pure ocs 

545 547 
0.075 0.17 
L?(3) S.6 (9) 
1.5 (3) 14 (3) 

10% OCS - 90% ;\r 

OCS Ar 

550 553 
0.090 0.12 
IS(Z) 14 (1) 
3.4 (7) 3.7 (5) 

5% OCS - 95% Ar 

ocs Ar 

5% 515 
0.095 0.10 
17 (2) 16 (2) 
3.7 (7) 2.8 (7) 
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4. Determination of the rotational temperature 

The rotational temperature of the OCS molecules 
has been determined from intensity n~e~st~rwm~ ts of 

Axtric rcsw;Lncc tui1sitions in specific rotational 

stgtes. We studied the J = I andJ = 2 rotational StiiIes 
in the ground vibrational state and the J = I through 
J = 5 in the first excited bending vibrational state 
(01 ’ 0). In the ground vibrational statt’ normal radio- 
rrequency tramitiuns ul‘ the type 4J = 0. ?l?)l~ = f 1 
were observed in an external electric field [ 1 I ] 1 in the 
b:nding state the zero ficld14J= O,I-doubling transi- 
tions [ 121. Tllesc were the only transitions for which 
an cffident sta~c selection was possible at the masi- 
nun voltage available fur the quadrupole state 
selectors. 

Since all the transitions arc of the type 4J = 0 the 
observed intensities arc a measure of the population of 
tk state. However. in order to derive thti rotational 
tzmprrature from the relative population rneasure- 
merits. efficiency of the state selection for the Stilt+3 in 
question has to be taken in to account. This problem 

is discussed below. 
By compari~~g the intensities of the two transitions 

in the ground vibrational statrs with the corresponding 
OIES in the (01 ‘0) state. we concluded rhat the effrct 
of vibrational cooling was too small to be detected 
under the present experimental conditions (moderate 
pod). This conclusion applies both for a pure OCS 
beam and for the Ar seeded beams. Consequently. the 
measurements were concentrated on the (01’0) state 
since this allowed us to study five rwtutionti states 
(instead of two). 

The observed line intensity IQ) in a rotational state 
J is given by 

Herein ltor represents the total beam intensity and 
f~(r,) andI; the population ktors for the rota- 
tional and Sibrational states, respectively: with cor- 
responding rotational (T,) and viiirational (r,) tempera- 
tures. The quantitytki;(J, rt) stands for the effloiency 
of the quadrupole system in selecting a particular rota- 
tional stste. This efficiency depends not only on the 
rotational quantum number, i.e., on the Stark effect, 
but also on the velocity distribution in the beam 

determined by Tt. 

Since the discussion is restricted to the rotational 
state distribution a normalized line intensity h(J) = 
!@)/f[(l) will be used. This intensity can be written 
3s 

where .&CJt Tt) = /F(J, r,)/fE-( 1, T,) and fJ(r,) = 

fj(r,)/fi (r,). At therfllal equilibrium the rotational 
population function fi(T,) is given by 

fj(Z-,)=@I+ 1) esp(-(M+U-,)[J(J+ I)- 2]},(S) 

with /I as the Plan& constant and B as the rotational 
L!onsta11t. 

Since the state selector efficiency depends also on 
the geometry of the apparatus one would prefer to 
dererminefi;(.I, r,) esperimentaily. Unfortunately, it 
is impossible to separate the product offj(r,) and 
fp(J, rt) from the observed intensities e(J)_ Also 
measurements with different mixture parameters and 
nozzle pressures will not solve this problem, because 
usually bothfJ(T,) and ~F(J, 7’,) are affected by 
changes of the source conditions. However, the state 
selector efficiencyfi;(J, r,) can be obtained numeric- 
ally rather accurately from the equation 

(6) 

Herein I(v) is the velocity distribution from eq. (I), 
which has been measured experimentally, and Q(V) 
is defined as t!le transmission function of molecules 
with a velocity v in a specific quantum stateJ. The 
trajectory of a molecule entering the state selection 
system at a given angle, with a velocity u and in astate 
J was found by solving the equation of motion 
numerically [ 13]_ A summation over the entrance 
angles of all possibie trajectories through the mole- 
cular beam apparatus yields al(u). The function 
Q(u) contains all the geometrical quantities of the 
spectrometer in a proper way. Furthermore by solving 
the equation of motion numerically the exact forni of 
the Stark effect can be taken into account resulting in 
reliable results for ,0-j(U). Integration of eq. (6) over u 
yieldsfj(J, Tt)_ 

The results of the calculations for the pure OCS 
beam and the two Ar seeded beams showed that the 
value offi;(J, T,) was about the same for each of the 
three beams. This can easily be understood from the 



:! 1.w 7.15 I.15 I .65 
3 3.x3 1.7s I.36 1.77 
4 3.54 1.21 0.92 1 .YO 
5 3.29 0.70 0.45 I .73 

fxt t!ur I!W most prubable velocity of the OCS mu!+ 
cules ws fuund tu be prxtic:l!ly the SSIIIL‘ in the 

vxiu,us beams while the changes in the width ut‘ I!IL’ 

velocity distributions were tuu small to have any inllw 

L’IICL’ upon fj:(J. Tt). Tlw multing valurs for $(J. irr) 
arc givers in table 2. The-errors in these qtmtitit’s srr 

A 7% drx tu cstimuted mwrtaintic’s in the trlrjcctury 

~nlculntions bwmw of th friugc tidd rficcts. 

The intr‘nsities of the tot:d OCS beart and of the 
lirir intcnsitirs of the AJ = 0 trunsitiuns in tilt (01’ 0) 

vibmtioaal stat? have bt’rr~ mrastlred ;IS 2 hotion of 
tlx tot:11 backing pressure. The m_%mt’mnts wrc 
pcrfwtvx! with ;1 pwc OCS beam 3rd with 3 seedd 

bt’;tm of 5% OCS-9 5% Ar. The results are depicted in 

lig. I - It is welt from this figure tht for 3 put‘ OCS 
bea!n huth the slopes of the line intensit!r cwws 

IQ) 2nd Ihc pressures at wlkh the ninsimum inten- 

sit& wc’w rexhcd Q&J,) xc tile s;lwt’ fur the 

varims rotatiur~al states. This indicates that the rota- 
tional temperature is well abuw IO K. 

It should bc cmphusized at this point that the bend 

uver uf the lirie intc’osity wrves (lie. I ) is mainly ;L 

cunseqwnce ul’ tfw rotational cooling in the beam and 

only partly (at pressures above OS bar) of scattering 

uf the ~~~uleculcs out of the bwn. This conclusion is 

bawd un the total beam intensity cwvcs which show 

a much Iuss pronounced bend uver befwiuur. 

Drastic rutatiorlal cooling is ubserwd fur the argon 

seeded OCS beams. demonstrated by the variatiun of 

f/(J) with J and tlw shift uf pAas tu lower pressures 

fur it1cre:sing.f. Moreover. tfie slopes of tile line inten- 

sity ctirves are clesrly larger that those of the total 

rntensity (arhlrary un~ls) 1 
llf 
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Fig. 1. Inrcnsir)- vcrsw t0t31 backing pressure for 3 pore OCS 
bcsm (d;rslwd curves) uud an argon wrdcd Xi OCS br‘am 
(solid lines). l-‘or clwitv the total beum intensities (Itot) xl: 
multiplied by 10. Ilw obwrvcd line intensities are indicated 
b>-uforI=l.rfbr/=7,oDr~=3and~forJ=4. 
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bczm il~teasitics. This again is ;1 conscqucncc of the 

substa~ltial rotational cooling in the se,-ded beams. 

Quantitivc mewrements have been performed at 

RIO = 0.73 bar. Because of the limited pumping 

capacity in the source chamber this is the musimum 

backing pressure at which scattering ofmolccules out 

of the bran is still nrgligible (see It,,,. fig. I). The 

source chamber background pressure at po = 0.73 

bar was 2 x IO-” mbar. The corresponding distance 

of the mxli disk from the source ~3s 75 mm [II] . 
Since the nozzle skimmer distance in the present 

experiment ~3s only 1.5 1nn1 the etlixt uf background 

scattering and skimmer ii1 terferwice do uot cause rota- 

tional state changes. 

The observed normalized intensities, h(J). are given 

in table 2 for a pure OCS beam aud two seeded beams 

of IO% OCS nod 5% OCS with argon. Using eq. (4) 
the observed normalized intensities of table Z! nnd the 

computed values for&(J. I;) WC calculuted the func- 

tions~j(~r). The results are plotted in Iig. 1 together 
with the theoretical numbers derived from eq. (5) for 

several values of T,. The errors indicated OII tlx esperi- 

mental values in fig. 2 are determined by uncertainties 
in bothj&. r,) and J(J)_ The uncerttlinties in the 

latter quantity are based on the reproducibility of the 

me;tsurements and on the signal to noise ratios of the 
spectral lines. 

Fig. 2 demonstrates clearly that the rot:ltional 

energy distribution of the OCS moleculrs both in a 

pure beam and in the argon scedcd beams WI be 

described by a Boltzmann distribution with 311 appro- 

priate rotational trmpcraturc. Although the data 

plotted in fig. 2 suggest ;1 somavhat lower rotational 
temperature for the mixture of 5% OCS with argon 

than for 10% OCS with argan the measurements do 

uverlap within the espcrimental uncertain tics. The 

linlll result for T, is 14(J) K and 337) K for the pure 

and argon seeded OCS beams, respectively. 

At ;I lower backing pressure po = 0.3 bar the sane 

method was used for a 5% OCS-95% Ar mixture. 
The rotational distribution in this case could again be 

described by it Boltzmann distribution with a slightly 

higher rotational temperature of 6.5 (1.5) K. 

5. Discussion 

The values for the rotatiounl temperatures as deter- 

mined from spectroscopic observations compare very 
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well with the tr:mslational tempemtures obtained from 

measured velocity distributions. This is found both for 

;t pure OCS and for an argon seeded OCS nozzle beam. 

A similar agreement was found by Borkenhagen et al. 

[5] for a Xe seeded CsF beam. 

The present resul!s indicate a Boltzmann distribu- 

tion of rotutional levels at appropriate rotational 

temperatures for all OCS beams. This islin disagreement 

with the results of Kukolich et al. [I]. This is surpris 

hg since the source conditions in both experiments 

are comparable pod = 4.4 x 10-l bar mm and 7.0 x 

IO-’ bar mm in this work and that of Kukolich et al., 

respectively. On the basis of the dynamic similarity 

principle one wo~!ld expect 311 identical behaviour. 
Furthermore effects of background scattering can be 
ruled out in our esperiments as has been discussed in 

the previous section. Our results are obtained from 

intensity measurements of AJ= 0 transitions in five 
rotational states. This type of tmnsition is a. direct 



;15’fi CF3fi--95% Ar seeded beam insteltd of ;i pure 

CF3tl beam. The recent elwtric reswance studies 

pcrtormed in our hb0ratory 011 the heavy symmetric: 

top molecules OPFj 171 and CII;CF3 [S] have 

bccume possible wily by the use ul‘ the seeded beam 

technique. 
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